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SOME RESULTS ON 宀PARANORMAL OPERATORS

Youngsik Park and Cheonseoung Ryoo

1. Introduction

Throughtout this paper, H will always denote a Hilbert space. The 
^-algebra of all bounded linear operators on H is denoted by L(H) and 
K(H) is the ideal of all compact operators on H. The spectrum, the 
approximate point spectrum and the essential spectrum of an operator 
T are denoted by a(T)? aap(T) and <re(GT)? respectively. Let Nt(尙 be 
the 々space of T, that is, = {x E H : Tx = fix}. The quotient 
algebra is called the Calkin algebra. Let tt : L(H)—>
L(H)/K(H) be the natural mapping. Then an operator T is said to 
be Fredholm if ?r(T) is invertible. The essential spectrum ae(T) of T 
is the set of all complex number A such that Al — T* is not a Fredholm 
operator and is denoted by ae(T) = 히"7「(幻)

In [4] and [2], T. Furuta, S.C. Arora and J.K Thukral introduced 
the concept of paranormal operators and *-paranormal operators. T € 
L(H) is said to be paranormal if ||7끼卩 < ||T2x||||x||; *-paranormal 
||T*x||2 < IB"끼 for each unit vector x. Motivated by this, we in
troduce the following : An. operator T is said to be a A:*-paranormal 
operator if ||7녀，이|" < ||Tfcx|| for each unit vector x in H. In [7,8], 
various examples have been constructed to show the proper in이u- 
sion relations among the classes of paranormal, *-paranormal, and 
fc*-paranormal operators. It is the aim of this paper to study the 
properties of the new class of /广-paranormal operators which gener
alizes the class of ^-paranormal operators. Moreover, we show some 
호esults on fc*-paranormal operators.
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2. *-paranormal operators and fc*-paranormal operators

An operator T is said to be isometric if ||jTx|| = ||x|| for all x G 
H, It is easy to verify that every isometric operator is hyponormal (i.e 
||T*o:|| < ||Tx|| for all x G H), An operator T is said to be unitarily 
equivalent to an operator S if S = U*TU for an unitary operator U.

In [5], T. Furuta and R. Nakamo have proved the following theorem.

Theorem A. A hyponorma,! operator unitarily equivalent to its 
adjoint is normal.

We generalize the above theorem and prove similar results for the 
class of *-paranormal operators and fc*-paranormal operators. In [7, 
Theoerm 2. 3], we have proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Let T be a ^-paranormal operator. Then an opera
tor unitarily equivalent to T is *-paraiiormaJ,

We generalize Theorem A and have a similar result for A:*-paranornial 
operator.

Theorem 2.2. An operator unitarily equivalent to a k*-paranormal 
operator is fc* -paranormal.

Proof. Suppose S = U*TU , T is 人;*-paranormal and U unitary. 
Now, for each x in H. we have 께* = \\U*T^Ux\\k = ||7겨U끼|* <

거:U께|卩7쎄* J = ||US*께II께 = ||S*께II께. Thus S is a fc*-paranor- 
mal operator.

Theorem 2.3. IfT is an isometry and its adjoint is a k*-paranormal 
operator^ then T is unitary.

Proof, Since T is an isometry, T is fc*-paranormal. Then we have 
the following inequality : For any x E

II끼F = ||7겨7끼F < 1習께* < ||T아7끼|||T끼= ||T"t끼|||쩨4」

< ||77*卜2찌I]]씨出―1 = 거%-2쩨脸监t

分广께II끼|1七 ||7끼hi께 J = II娜 
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i.e, 나le equalities ||7께 = ||x|| and ||께 = ||7저‘쎄 imply T*T = I and 
TT* =L respectively. Therefore T is unitary.

By a similar proof, we can show easily a parallel result few *-paranor- 
mal operators.

COROLLARY 2.4. IfT is an isometry and its adjoint is a ^-paranormal 
operator, then T is unitary.

In [6], S.M. Patel have proved the following theorem.

Theorem B. Let A be a hyponormal operator and let B be *- 
paranormal. If A and B are doubly commutative(Le. AB = BA and 
AB* — B^A)j then AB is a ^-paranormal operator.

In the following theorem we show that if we replace a hyponormal 
op^ator and a ^-paranormal joperator by an isonietric opeeato: a표d_ 
a Jc*-paranormal operator in Theorem B, then again the condition of 
commutativity is sufficient to ensure the fc*-paranormality of the prod
uct.

Theorem 2.5. Let T be a k*-paranormal operator such that T 
commutes with an isometric operator S. Then TS is a k*-paranormal 
operator.

Proof. For a unit vector x in

||(TS)* 끼 F = ||S*?* 씨 |k

< IIST*꾀|k
=\\T*x\\k

< 俨께

=l"、||

= ||S 加眺매

= ll(TS)* 께

Hence, TS is a A;*-paranormal operator.
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In [2], S.C.Arora and J.K Thukral showed that power and the in- 
verse(if exists) of *-paranormal operator may not be ^-paranormal, 
and also this class is not translation invariant.

Product of two commuting *-paranormal operators, in general, may 
not be ^-paranormal [6, P.94]. The product of two commuting k*~ 
paranormal operators may not be

In the proof of [1, Theorem 3], T. Ando has showed the following.

Lemma 2.6. Let T and S be doublely commuting paranormal op
erators. 끼HI에 > II「이|||S께 (or I区2$께〔I쎄 > |区2씨끼I) for
all x E H} then TS is a paranormal operator.

With suitable modification in the inequalities of Lemma 2.6, the 
following can be showed.

Theorem 2.7. Let T and S be doubly commuting ^-paranormal 
operators.

(1) if 収과S께II께 > ||7규끼|||S께 for all x e H, then TS is 
paranormal.

(2) 1却7펴£2끼m 께 > ||T*x||||S23：|| for all x 6 H, TS is ^paranormal.

Proof. (1) Assume that |£*S에 ||께 > |仔*끼| RS께 for all x € H. 
Since T and S are double commuting ^-paranormal operators,we have

||7吃骅꾀||S2제||S꽤2収F||께2 2 I广$2께%께2"께II끼]2
= 伊沪께||7七圳|S，2” 끼 |||s 에2||씨|2

2 ||S*Z*제2||S，2/*제相께2||께2

싀|ST께2|广$께 临2께 仍께 J同2

2||ST께2"께 怡2께 ||s제2||께,

Hence, ||(T,iS,)2x||||x|| > ||(TS)*끼伫 Thus TS is a *-paranormal oper
ator.

(2) By a similar method we have

俨$2께岬끼Ills*께|厂께II께 2 I广s电||2||SF|||7F||께

싀 |SZ* 께 2||S* 께 II 께 ||7%2 께

2 ||S*T*께2||尸께||S%||||SF
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Hence, ||(TS,)2x|||lrr|| > ||(jTS,)*x||2. Thus (TS) is a ^-paranormal op
erator.

Modifying the condition (1) in Theorem 2.7, we have a parallel result 
for a fc*-paranormal operator in the following.

Remark. Let T and S be fc*-paranormal operators such that T 
and S are doubly commutative. If ||T*iS,fcx||||a;|| > ||7져‘끼|||S*께 for 
all x E H, where k is a positive integers(k > 2), then TS is a k*- 
paxanormal operator.

Proof. Assume that |卩거매 N 1仰개끼ll|S攸끼I for all w C 丑 and 
fc is a positive integer(fc > 2). Since T and S are doubly commuting 
fc*-paranormal operators, we have

11卧於께||」아제卜Tit* 께*7|| 찌 I* > IB*，와께*ib* 께*-1 II 께*

= ||s*z* 께 II 砂t* 께*—Tit* 께*I” 찌 户

> ||S*T*께*||S"2*께*T||끼F

= ||S*T* 쎄 k||T*S%||*T|| 께*

> ||S*Z*쩨*||T*께*职T||끼|kT

Hence, ||(7S)*2||||z|| > ||(TS)*께*. Thus TS is a fc*-paranormal op- 
e 호 ator.

3. Fredholm operators and k * -paranormal operators

Lemma 3.1 [3]. IfT G L(H\ the following are equivalent:
(1) TeFt
(2) ranT is closed and kerT is finite dimensional.
(3) There is no sequence of unit vectors{xn} such that lim^Txn^ —

0 and —> 0 weakly.
(4) There is no orthonormal sequence {en} such that Zzm||Ten|| —> 

0, where Fi, Fr and F denote the left Fredholm^ right Fredholm, 
and Fredholm operators.
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Lemma 3.2 [3].
(1) Fi9 Fr and F are open.
(2) T G J) if and only ifT* e Fr

Lemma 3.3 [3]. IfTE L(H\ the following are equivalent:
(1) T is right invertible
(2) T is surjective
(3) inf{|广께 : II제 = 1} > 0
(4) T* is left invertible
(5) ranT* is closed and fcer(T*) = (0)

Theorem 3.4. Let T be a fc*-paranormal operator.
(1) T is invertible if and only ifT is right invertible.
(2) T is Fredholm if and only if tt(T) has a right inverse in L(H)/K(H).
(3) <r(T) = ar(T) and ae(T) = crre(T) (crr(T) : right spectrum).
(4) 이?*)=%(广).

Proof. (1) Suppose TB = I where B E L(H). Then (TB)* = 
B*T* = I. Hence fcerT* = (0); and since T is fc*-paranormal, we have 
ker(T) = (0). Hence T is injective and T is surjective by Lemma 3.3. 
Therefore T is invertible.

(2) By Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, T* € P) if and only if T G Fr. 
Hence ranT* is closed and KerT" is finite dimensional, and ranT is 
closed if and only if ranT* is closed. Since T is k*-paranormal, KerT 
is finite dimensional. Therefore F is a Fredholm operator.

(3) This is immediate from (1) and (2).
(4) By Lemma 3.3 and (3) in Theorem 3.4 we have ai(T*) = a(T*), 

where a/(T*) denote the left spectrum of T*. And by [4,p 37] we have 
”엇0*)=或)=噸)

Theorem 3.5. Let T be a k*-paranormal operator. Then A € 
aap(T) if and only if there is a ^-homomorphism (j): (7* (끄) —> C such 
that (/>(T) = A where C*(T) is the -algebra generated by a single 
operator T.

Proof. Suppose </> : C* (T) t C is a *-homomorphism such taht 
= A. If A <7ap(T), then there is a constant c > 0 such that ||(T— 

Ax|| > 에끼I for all x E H. This implies that T*T 一 AT* — AT + AX — c2 
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is a positive operator. Hence 0 <— AT* 一 XT + AA) — c2 = —c2, 
a contradiction. Hence A € <rap(T). Conversely, suppose X C <rap(T). 
Let (xn} be a sequence of unit vectors in H such that ||(T 一 시a시| — 
0. Let LIM denote a Banach limit and define © : L(-H) t C by 
G(B) = LIM < Bxn,xn >. If B G L(H), then \\B(T 一•시z시| — 0. 
So 认BQ1 一 시) = LIM < B(T 一 A)xn,xn >= 0. Since T is fc*- 
paranormal, ||(T—A)*o;n|| 一사 0. Therefore 시*) = 0 for every B 
in £(H) and </>(!) = LIM^xn^2 = 1. Therefore if p((T 一 시, (T — 시*) 
is any non-commuting polynomial in T — A and (T — A)* that has no 
constant term, ^>(p((T — X),(T — 시*) + a) = q for all a in C.This 
implies that © is multiplicative on a dense subalgebra of C*(T), Hence 
^|c*(T) is multiplicative and

0 =(f)(T 一 入)=LIM < (T — A)3；n, xn >
=LIM < Tx^.Xn > +LIM < ~Xxn,xn >
=d)(T}—A 

• \ /

So 仰)=X and《"*) = LIM < T^xn.xn >= {LIM < Txn,xn >}* 
=((/>(T))*. Therefore © is a ^-homomorphism such that(f>(T) = A.
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